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plano BF

baseboards plano design

Patented Plano Design baseboards are designed to fully integrate into 
the wall, becoming a smooth, level transition between the wall and floor 
covering.  The base track is installed into the wall structure, flush with the 
plaster or drywall; the finishing profile seamlessly interlocks into the base. 
A horizontal, 3/16'' (5mm) gap between the wall and finishing profile is a 
distinctive design element that also adapts to floor level differences of up to 
3/16'' (5mm).  Plano Design, a modern design system. 

The profiles are available in three finishes that coordinate with all interior 
designs: powder-coated aluminum to match with wall colors, anodized 
aluminum for modern and technical settings, and wood to match existing wood 
flooring.

INSTALLATION: 
Please note: The structural base profile is installed along with the wall covering.  
The bottom of the profile should be installed at the same level of the finished 
floor. The finishing profile (BF 550) is installed after the floor installation is 
complete, compensating level difference of up to 3/16'' (5mm).
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baseboards

An external corner joint / endcap is available in silver (BFC 550 AS) and 
white (BFC 550 AM 11), avoiding 45° mitered corners. Internal corner joints 
are not necessary as the profiles overlap.

plano design

PLANO BASE BF 600 ASN Extruded Silver Anodized Aluminum 
This anodized aluminum profile (ASN) has a silver coating which offers good 
resistance to oxidation.

  H = in    mm  Art.
Material: 
Extruded Anodized Aluminum

2-3/8 60 BF 600 ASN

Finish: Silver (ASN)

Length: 8'10'' (2.70meters)

Height BASE: 2-3/8'' (60mm)

PLANO TOP BF 550 RO* Wood or Aluminum
The anodized aluminum profile version (ASN) has a silver coating which 
offers good resistance to oxidation. The color-coated version has a polyester 
powder coat that guarantees tolerance to most domestic cleaning products and 
weathering. The oak version is available varnished or natural. 

Material: 
Aluminum/ Wood 2-3/16 55 BF 550 AS/AM11/

RON/RO

Finish: Silver (AS), 
Mat White (AM11), 
Natural oak (RON), 
Gloss painted oak (RO)

Length: 8'10'' (2.70meters)

Height TOP: 2-3/16'' (55mm)

Junction and end - cap   H = in      mm  Art.
Finish: Silver (AS), 
Mat white (AM11)

2-3/16 55 BFC 550 AS/AM11


